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Summary and recommendations

After a century of growth, governments in all western countries have

become caught between the public’s resistance to paying more tax and

their continuing demand for governments to provide high quality

welfare, infrastructures and social order. With rising demands for

education, health and long-term care, governments are desperately

seeking ways of a ch i eving more for less. A wave of re forms in the 19 8 0 s

and early 1990s sought to address these challenges. Much of the world

is now familiar with th at agenda of c o mp e t ition, pri vat i s ation, marke t

forces and passing responsibilities out from the state to citizens and

employers. These reforms have had some successes. They arrested the

growth of government (although they failed to put in into reverse),

introduced new efficiencies and encouraged some innovation.

However, they had one overriding failure – they left government

less, rather than more, able to solve the important, ‘wicked’ problems

th at most conc e rn electors: how to cut crime, to cre ate jobs, to imp rov e

educational performance and health. To the surprise of the reformers,

in important respects government ended up delivering less, while citi-

zens found themselves paying more.

This book sets out an alternative. It draws on a number of reforms

and innovations taking place in governments around the world and in

l a r ge or ga n i s ations more ge n e ra l ly. It shows how the ‘re i nv e n t i n g

government’ reforms can be taken into a new era of ‘holistic govern-

ment’ which will deliver greater effectiveness within stable budgets. 

The core problem for government is that it has inherited from the

nineteenth century a model of organisation that is structured around

functions and services rather than around solving problems. Budgets
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2. Organisations defined around outcomes: Instead of departments, agen-

cies and quangos being re sponsible for administe ring servic e s ,

or ga n i s ations should be ch a r ged with ach i eving outcomes and

using their budgets to buy whatever services or functions they

require.

3. Integrated information systems:O n e-stop shops should become the pri n-

cipal means by which the public deals with government, both phys-

ically and electronically, through a common interface in order to

simplify the process of dealing with government. To make govern-

ment more comp rehensible to citizens, one-stop shops will or ga n i s e

what the public sector offers by the life events that trigger people’s

need for services. The functions and ser vices that make up today’s

public sector will become ‘back offices’ and ‘content providers’ for

these one-stop shops and will, over time, operate and be managed

in more integrated ways. Because these systems will handle very

large volumes of personal information, much more of which will

be shared across government, they will need to be subject to new

privacy codes on the handling of personal information.

4. Case workers: The roles of frontline st a ff should be dev e l o p e d ,

e mp owe ring them to purchase services across health care, housing,

social services, benefits and job training to bring together packages

of customised solutions that suit the needs of the individual.

5. Outcome-based contracts:A growing pro p ortion of c o n tra cts for

s e rvices to be delivered to the public should be sp e c i fied in outc o m e

terms, allowing providers more flexibility to define the service

activities to achieve this. However, there will be some contracts,

typically for pilot projects, experiments and for more preventive

work where the time scale for results is very long, impossible to

quantify or where the outcomes are uncertain, where this will not

be appropriate.

6. Audits for prevention: Every department, agency and tier of govern-

ment should be audited to identify the balance of effort that it puts

into preventive activity across the range of outcomes with which it

is charged.

7. Enhancing the status and role of preventive work: Within medicine, polic-

ing, teaching, social work and so on, preventive roles should be

10 Demos
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are divided into separate silos for health, education, law and order and

so on. The vertical links between departments and agencies in any one

field and professional groups such as the police, teachers, doctors and

nurses are strong. The horizontal links are weak or non-existent.

To solve complex problems that cut across these boundaries, new

approaches are needed. Government needs to become more holistic,

achieving greater integration across the public sector. It also needs to

become more preventive, shifting the balance of effort away from

curing problems – the main priority of most of the key professions in

Britiain – towards preventing them.

Ach i eving this will often re qu i re th at gov e rnment goes beyo n d

providing services and enforcing the law to focus instead on changing

the cultures of parents and patients, adults and children. Moreover,

more holistic and effective government will require that government

moves steadily towards a sharper focus on real outcomes, such as better

health, lower unemployment or less crime, rather than the measures

of activity which have dominated the most recent phase of reform.

In sum, the watchwords for the next generation of government

reformers will be:

● holistic government

● preventive government

● culture-changing government

● outcome-oriented government.

Practically, this means twelve major changes of policy and style of

managing government. None of these changes can be made overnight.

The key is for government to begin making changes in each of these

areas, recognising that in some cases it will take a decade for the full

programme to be implemented.

1. Holistic budgeting: In order that services can be designed in the most

effective manner, and closely targeted upon key groups in each

a rea, budgets should be or ganised not by fu nctions or or ga n i s at i o n s

but around outcomes and geographical areas, right down to the

level of the post code district.
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1. Introduction

Governments remain saddled with a problem they cannot solve. After

a century of growth, governments in all western countries are now

caught between the public’s resistance to paying tax and their rising

demand for the provision of welfare, education, health care, infra-

structures and social order.

A wave of reforms in the 1980s and early 1990s sought to address

these problems and to achieve more for less. Much of the world is now

familiar with that agenda under banners such as ‘reinventing govern-

m e n t’ or ‘new public manage m e n t’. It cre ated sp e c i a l i st age nc i e s ,

competition, contracting-out, privatisation and passing responsibili-

ties out from the state to citizens and employers.1

These reforms have had some successes. They arrested the growth of

government (although they failed to put it in into reverse), introduced

new efficiencies, gave management greater focus, brought in some

new private capital and encouraged some innovation.

The public wants gov e rnment, above all else, to reduce crime, unem-

ployment, ill health and poor educational attainment. These consis-

te n t ly have been the publics’ top pri orities re p orted in surv ey s .

Although their positions within the top four have changed over time,

their pri ority has never been unseated by conc e rns such as inf l ation or

low economic growth.2

The overriding failure of the reforms is that they left government

less, rather than more, able to solve these central, ‘wicked’ problems.3

To the surprise of the reformers, in important respects government

ended up delivering less, while citizens found th e m s e lves paying more .

12 Demos
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encouraged and given enhanced status through codes of practice,

institutes and accreditation programmes.

8. Early warning systems with safeguards:All public agencies should make

greater use of risk assessment tools, futures tools, contingency

planning and scenario planning. Where risk assessment to o l s

involve making inferences about individuals that can affect how

th ey are tre ated, th e re should be tighter codes of p ra ct ice to

p revent public manage rs from taking draconian action on the basis

of soft evidence against individuals who might be at risk or who

may present risks. These codes should be published.

9. Smarter purchasing: A major programme should be put in place to

develop public purchasing skills for managers, enabling them to

m a ke clearer and better tra d e-o ffs between the goals of p u rch a s i n g ,

sustaining contestability, promoting innovation, reducing transac-

tion costs and avoiding cream-skimming.

10.Culture audits: T h e re should be, alongside value for money and

prevention audits, audits on the cultural dimensions of key prob-

lems to identify beliefs, attitudes, values, habits and assumptions

among service users and the wider public that need to be chal-

lenged if these problems are to be tackled and prevented.

11.Building information and persuasion into budgets:Fi n a ncial inc e n t i v e s

through the tax and benefits system can often be unaffordably

expensive, have large dead-weight costs or are simply blunt because

the target populations are not motivated principally by cash incen-

tives. In these areas, government needs to develop information and

persuasion initiatives within all preventive programmes.

12. Cross-functional outcome measures:A maj or ‘imp a ct pro gra m m e’

should be put in place to develop new, more sophisticated, holistic

measures of outcomes at the level of the post code district. This

would be led by a consortium of the major central audit and statis-

tics agencies. The aim would be to use these measures in purchas-

ing, contract management and, where possible, the design of new

preventive activity.
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Introduction

In chapters four to seven, I set out some strategic principles for the

new agenda. Chapter four sets out in detail how more holistic systems

of budgeting, ser vice design and information systems can transform

government. I argue in chapter four that government needs to learn to

act in integrated and ‘holistic’ ways, operating across departmental

and agency boundaries, and describe a toolkit for achieving this.

Chapter five argues that government needs to learn better how to

anticipate and prevent problems if it is to escape the crushing burden

of paying for remedial efforts in welfare, health and crime. Thinking

and working to very short - te rm goals is, if a ny thing, more of a pro b l e m

in government than in business.

In chapter six I go on to show that ‘holistic government’ is as much

involved in cultures as it is in the traditional tools of ‘command and

control’ and economic incentive. Unless governments can more effec-

tively influence the cultures of parents, patients, employees and citi -

zens so that they can take more responsibility for themselves, the

weight of demands for curative services on the st ate will prove unman-

ageable. The chapter describes a toolkit for government focusing on

changing cultures.

In chapter seven, I make the case for a new effort to measure and

reward achievement in terms of outcomes. Continuing the argument

of chapters two and three, each of these principles is addressed to the

four key public pri orities of reducing crime, imp roving health, inc re a s-

ing employability and enhancing educational attainment.

The book concludes with a summary of the new agenda for govern-

ment in the twenty first century.

14 Demos
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This book sets out an alternative. It draws on a number of reforms

and innovations taking place in governments around the world and in

large organisations more generally. It shows how the reforms of ‘rein-

venting government’ can be taken into a new era in ways that will

deliver greater effectiveness within stable budgets. 

Its key message for the Un ited Kingdom is th at unless polit icians and

public managers are prepared to think radically about structures of

government, they will go on failing to improve Britain’s record in

cutting crime, increasing employability, boosting school performance

and improving health.

At best, more demanding targets, tougher regulation and political

dynamism will ach i eve only marginal imp rovements. At worst, the ga p

between rhetoric and reality will further undermine public trust in

government.

Outline of the book

In the first two chapters, I set out the flaws, the difficulties, the prob-

lems and the ch a l l e n ges th at we have inherited in gov e rnment. We st i l l

organise government in ways that stem as much from the nineteenth

century as from the 1980s. Indeed, for all that has changed in the last

generation, much of what goes on in the core executive in Whitehall

would be entire ly recognisable to Lloyd Geor ge or even Benja m i n

Disraeli. Chapter two examines the structure and culture of govern-

ment that we have inherited from the great waves of reform in the

Victorian age and more recently from the changes and experiments of

the Thatcher and Major administrations, namely, that government

should be organised around functions.

Chapter three examines the problems and shows how each reflects

the functional principle that underpins the organisation of govern-

ment today. I argue that where the reforms of the last generation did

have bite, their legacy is problematic. Some real gains were made in

organisational performance although they have not shown up in the

blunt statistics on crime, health and unemployment. But some tradi-

tional problems with public administration were actually made worse

– such as poor coord i n ation, poor use of i n form ation, excessive contro l

by professionals and inadequate effort to measure outcomes achieved.
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16 Demos

2. The inheritance

Departmental cages

It was only in the last decade of the nineteenth century that the bill

for government in Britain began to exceed 10 per cent of national

wealth.4 Even Lloyd George’s modest experiments with pensions and

unemployment insurance did not dramatically increase this propor-

tion. But after each of the two world wars, government spending

settled at substantially higher levels. While state welfare was a major

contributor, after the Second World War a wide range of nationalised

and municipalised industries brought much more of the economy into

the government sector. By the end of the 1970s, about one half of

expenditure in Br itain came from the Exchequer. The rate of growth

was slowed in the early 1980s and by the late 1980s there was actually

a small re d u ction in the pro p ortion of n ational we a l th passing

through government. However, spending grew again under Mr Major

in the 1990s. Figure 1 presents an inflation-adjusted view of the trend

in total public spending during the twentieth centur y.

Throughout the last century, the basic structure of government has

remained re m a r ka b ly st a b l e .5 The pri nciples of or ga n i s ation are simp l e

and few, although they are not particularly consistently applied.6 The

key principle is that central government departments have been built

around functions – that is, around particular purposes and activities

such as managing prisons and police services, conducting defence and

w a r, managing medicine, re g u l ating a monopoly utility industry,

p roviding tra n sp ort infra stru ct u re, providing st at i st ics, pro m o t i n g

trade or running the civil and criminal justice system. At lower levels,

government is structured around territories – local government, the
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Scottish and Welsh offices, the recently created regional offices. Some

specialist agencies – such as the public agencies working with refugees

or ex-offenders – have been created to serve a wide range of needs for

a specific clientele which is scattered across different regions and local-

ities, although this is more common in the United States than in

Britain.

Many of today’s central government departments can trace their

origins re a d i ly back to those cre ated in the North c o te-Trev e ly a n

reforms of the 1860s or to the reforms following the Haldane report of

1918. Defence has lost few responsibilities since the demise of the old

war department and the core business of home aff a i rs has always been

law enforcement and correction. 

Other functions have been put together and pulled apart many

times during the twentieth century in the name of ‘rationalisation’.7

But the particular rationales have often had less to do with synergies

of functions or the disappearance of old needs and the emergence of

new ones than with the need to give or deny power to particular politi-

cians of cabinet rank. Housing, local government and pollution were

combined to create an Environment department, which has recently

a c qu i red Tra n sp ort and the Regions. Bro a d c a sting was tra n s fe rre d

from the Home Office to join Arts and Libraries in National Heritage,

now renamed Culture, Media and Sport. Some experiments, such as

Harold Wilson’s economic planning functions, have gone, absorbed

i n to the Tre a s u ry or Trade and Industry. Energy ceased to be a ministry

in its own right after the privatisation of the utilities and today its

remaining fu nctions squ at alongside the science and te ch n o l o g y

s e ctions of the Department of Trade and Industry. Gra d u a l ly,

E u ropean aff a i rs have been tra n s fe rred from the Foreign and

Commonwealth Office to each of the relevant domestic ministries,

with a small coordinating unit in the Cabinet Office. Public health has

joined health care in the Department of Health, although it was once

a bedfellow of Housing and Local Government. Figure 2 summarises

the functional organisation of central government today, while Figure

3 gives that for a typical unitary local authority.

Despite numerous phases of structural reform, the functional prin-

ciple of organisation has never really been challenged in the core exec-

utive. Even within the Scottish and Welsh offices, functions have
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remained largely separate. The result has been a culture of thinking

and working inside departmental cages and a defensiveness about

functional turf which still bedevils British government’s effectiveness

d e sp ite innumerable efforts to contain, combat or undermine it. Un d e r

every government since the beginning of the century at least, minis-

ters have called for more cross-departmental working and announced

grand re form pro j e ct s .8 I n te r-d e p a rtmental working parties pro l i fe rate .

Cabinet commit tees and special inte r- m i n i ste rial working gro u p s

purport to coordinate policy across departments on a wide variety of

topics and issues. The Cabinet Office has gradually acquired ever more

specialist units whose writs are supposed to run across government.

The prime ministe r’s office has taken new powe rs to force depart m e n t s

to work together. Every reform of the civil service has stressed the

i mp ort a nce of high fl i e rs working in a number of d e p a rtments as th ey

rise so as to avoid the creation of functional specialists. 

Figure 4 summarises the range of agencies that have some role in

trying to coordinate across central government. Almost all work from

20 Demos
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Figure 4. Who coordinates the coordinators?

Political control Joint decision Support Scrutiny Regulation

making

Prime Minister Cabinet Chancellor Parliament National
and No. 10 of the (esp. Select Audit Office
Policy Unit Duchy of Committees) (and Audit

Lancaster Commission)

Chancellor of Cabinet Cabinet Committee
the Exchequer Committees Office on standards

agencies in public life

Minister without Inter-Ministerial Head of the Parliamentary
Portfolio groups Home Civil Commissioner

Service

Lord President of Inter-departmental
the Council working groups

N B.Cabinet Office and Office for Public Service agencies with co-ordinating role include: C e n t ra l
I n fo rmation Technology Unit; C e n t ral Computing and Technology Agency;European office;Better gove rn-
ment unit;Better regulation unit; I n t e rnational public service unit;Buying Agency; C i t i zens Charter Unit;
Freedom of info rmation Unit; C e n t ral Intelligence Machinery ; Pa rl i a m e n t a ry Counsel Office; P u blic appoint-
ments and public bodies agencies;Civil Service College; P r o p e rty advice to the Civil estate.
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Figure 5. A short chronology of civil service reform
1854 Northcote-Trevelyan:Report on the organisation of the permanent civil

service: division of work into intellectual and mechanical tasks, recruit-
ment by open competitive examination through independent Civil Service
Board, promotion on merit, interdepartmental staff transfers

1870 open competitive examination
1875 Playfair: reform of grading
1886 Ridley: reform of grading
1918 Haldane: need for central coordination, departmental reorganisation

around functions
1919- Fisher: consolidation of central power of Treasury, interdepartmental 
1924 staff transfers as heart of civil service career, single organisation intellec-

tuals not managers at the top
1944 Anderson:incremental change toward central coordination
1961 Plowden: financial management at all levels, modernisation of manage-

ment culture
1968 Fulton:criticism of civil service amateurism, removal of strategic manage-

ment function from Treasury, more specialists, single hierarchy, reform of
grading, career planning, secondments to and from private sector, hiving-
off executive functions, departmental policy think tanks, professional
management

1970 Reorganisation of central government, Meyjes, Rayner, Boyle, Schreiber,
Sharp: creation of Central Policy Review Staff, Programme Analysis and
Review, management and organisational division by functional objectives,
gigantism

1977 English:review of implementation of Fulton
1981 Heseltine introduces MINIS in DoE
1982 Financial Management Initiative, devolved budgeting, performance indica-

tors, value for money reviews
1983 abolition of the Central Policy Review Staff
1983 Rayner: Efficiency scrutiny unit
1988 Next Steps Agencies
1991 Fraser: more power to agency CEOs
1991 Competing for quality, market testing
1991 Citizens’ Charter
1994 Nolan Committee established
1994 Continuity and change: downsizing by more market testing, privatisation

and so on
1994 Code of practice on government information
1995 Scott Enquiry into arms for Iraq
1996 government.direct

Sources: Barberis P, 1996, ‘Introductory essay;Whitehall since the Fulton report’in Barberis P, ed,
The Whitehall reader, Open University Press, Buckingham, 1-20;Pyper R, 1995, The British civil
service, Prentice Hall Harvester Wheatsheaf, Hemel Hempstead;Jordan G, 1994, The British
administrative system:principles versus practice, Routledge, London;Hennessy P, 1989,
Whitehall, Secker and Warburg, London.
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the top down and from outside the functions and their budgets and

information systems. Even the system of coordination is fragmented.

M o st of this effort to coord i n ate has been in vain for a simple re a s o n :

it cuts against the grain. The system is fundamentally designed to

administer discrete functions and that design defends it against even

the most robust attempts to bring functions together. Few gain in

career terms from questioning the interests of their department. Few

are promoted for cutting their own budgets. Few are thanked by their

ministers for negotiating away any of their power.

But there is also another fundamental reason why the commitment

to functional division has become so ingrained in the civil service and

among politicians. The professions that in practice govern much of

everyday life have organised themselves around these functions and

have become powerful and able to make their professional thinking

part of the ‘common sense’ of governance. Police and prison officers,

medical doctors, town planners, the military and latterly environmen-

tal planners, social workers, teachers and the like have organised their

p ro fessional st atus, role, st a n d a rds and re l ationships with clients

around the idea of functional administration. Their training and the

way in which their functional thinking has become taken for granted

within government are as much to blame for their defence of turf as

is the crude lobbying power of their trade unions from the frontline.

Even more governing by functions

I f the conventional pundits are to be believed, the ge n e ration of

reformers that worked in the 1980s and early 1990s have effected a

revolution in White h a l l .9 Fi g u re 5 gives a short ch ronology of the main

reform initiatives in central government since the mid-nineteenth

century. Since 1980, the British government machine has been subject

to:

● greater ministerial scrutiny and power10

● new forms of Treasury financial control11

● extensive downsizing12

● an influx of recruits from business

● the creation of a new generation of dedicated agencies known as

‘quangos’, principally accountable to ministers13
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● the creation of hived-off specialist ‘Next Steps’ agencies dedicated

to much more specific tasks14

● purchaser-provider splits leading to market testing and contract-

ing out15

● the Private Finance Initiative16

● i n tro d u ction of n ew age ncies of re g u l ation for pri vate monopolies

and publicly purchased services17

● much greater activity and performance measurement and semi-

independent audit18

● greater control over local government19

● C itizens Charter qu a l ity st a n d a rds of s e rvice and comp l a i n t s

systems

● extensive re-codification of civil service ethics and accountability

to Parliament20

● selective openness

● wider scope for judicial review21 and public enquiry headed by

senior judges 

● much greater involvement with supra-national bodies from the

World Trade Organisation, international law courts and regional

trading and law-making inst itutions such as the Euro p e a n

Union.22

More or less similar reforms have been conducted in New Zealand,23

Australia,24 the United States25 and, more recently, in more moderate

forms throughout the developed world.26

These reforms were certainly successful in some of their objectives.

Privatisation of services such as telecommunications, airlines, phar-

maceutical research and many other activities has been successful for

consumers and shareholders. Purchaser-provider splits, market testing

and contra ct i n g -out have a more mixed re c ord but for re l at i v e ly

straightforward ser vices where output and quality can be measured

without too much difficulty and where competition can be sustained,

there have been savings and improvements in service quality.27 Even

with more complex services where the outcomes are hard to measure28

and where the gains are less clear cut, the effect of the reforms has

been to imp rove manage rial focus and effic i e ncy,2 9 at least where th e re

has been competition.

H owev e r, th e re have been sev e ral maj or problems with the system of

government that we have inherited f rom the 1980s and early 1990s,

including lack of public t rust and confidence, centralisation of the

wrong things, expense and ineffectiveness. All these derive from a

single fundamental fl aw – the failure to ch a l l e n ge the fu nctional pri n-

ciple of organisation.
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offset by increases in spending in the 1990s. While the rate at which

costs rise has been contained, the causes of the high cost of govern-

ment have not been dealt with strategically, despite the restructuring

of the late 1980s and early 1990s. Because budgets are spent in depart-

mental silos, costs have to be linked to functions rather than needs or

outcomes. This makes it hard to apply investment models that might

deliver savings in the long-run.

Centralisation of the wrong things

While any pro gramme of re form will re-c e n tralise some things and de-

c e n tralise oth e rs, the last ge n e rat i o n’s pro gramme – at least in Brit a i n3 0

– has invo lved extensive centra l i s ation of c o n trol and policy making in

the Treasury and in Whitehall, over local government, agencies and

other public bodies. Certainly, the reformers of the 1980s and early

1990s sought to decentralise the managerial responsibility for the

delivery of many services to local agencies such as schools, hospitals,

Training and Ente r p rise Councils and even local auth ority social

services departments. However, intelligence gathering, accountability,

much policy formulation and a great deal of budget control were all

re-centralised. In certain circumstances, the Treasury was prepared to

relax detailed line item control of spending, as happened in the case

of the Next Steps agencies, but only where other instruments in place

made it unnecessary.

This balance has proven to be less effective than was hoped. The

Tre a s u ry has become a bottleneck for many decisions. Public manage rs

have incentives to find ways to salt money away, in fear of ‘claw back’.

Much of the information and intelligence about what works and what

doesn’t, what customers want and do not want, that is gained by front

line agencies is wasted because the design of services and the specifi-

c ation of w h at can be purchased remains the re sp o n s i b i l ity of

Whitehall. Morale has fallen among many public managers who are

th e re fore less innovative than th ey might oth e rwise have been.

Accountability to local communities and service users has weakened,

undermining public trust in government generally and the reforms of

the 1980s and early 1990s specifically.

26 Demos

3. The flaws of the functional model

Because the re form e rs of the 1980s and early 1990s failed to break with

the fu nctional pri nciple and even re i n forced it, their strategies did not

deliver on their promises. They failed to prevent public confidence in

government from tumbling; failed to control the cost of government;

did little or nothing to improve the effectiveness of public services;

and skewed the accountability of public services to the wrong people.

There are nine key flaws in the model of public services that we have

inherited: 

● high cost

● centralisation of the wrong things

● crude understanding of how to change behaviour

● short-term thinking

● too much focus on cure, too little on prevention

● lack of coordination and exacerbated problems of ‘dumping’

● measuring the wrong things

● accountability to the wrong people.

Each of these problems is considered below. All are grounded in the

functional principle of organisation.

High cost

Government is expensive and it is not getting any cheaper. Seen in the

context of the economic cycle, the reforms of the 1980s and early

1990s only slowed the growth of public spending as a proportion of

national wealth and some of the saving achieved in the 1980s were
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saving have little effect,34 unless they are unaffordably lavish, because

often people want other things more than money. If people do not

wish to bear certain risks individually, simple incentives will have

limited impact in persuading them to do so. 

W h at was missing in the last ge n e ration of p u b l ic sector re forms was

any attempt to influence the hearts and minds and the cultures of

service users and the public.35 Yet it has become increasingly evident

that the central problems of crime, unemployment, poor educational

achievement and ill health cannot be solved unless the public at large

is willing to take greater responsibility. Educational weaknesses can

only be tackled when parents and teenagers place greater value upon

e d u c ation. Willingness to commit crime is in fact very little infl u e nc e d

by changes in the length of sentences. Crime will fall in some parts of

the country only when cultures of e n forcement and prev e n t i o n

change. Employability will only rise as cultures of learning and adapt-

ability to shocks and setbacks change. Cultures of behaviour such as

smoking, exercise and work are obviously crucial to health. The only

alternative to changing cultures of responsibility is a huge increase in

public spending, for example to pay for more teachers, police on the

beat or GPs.

Short-term thinking

The functional approach to government traps departments within the

l i m its of the annual spending round and prevents them from th i n k i n g

for the long term.

Budgets are drawn up annually around functions. Over-spending is

punished by deductions but under-spending is also punished by a

Tre a s u ry claw b a ck of re s o u rces, giving departments no inc e n t i v e

either to save resources or to think beyond the current year’s sending

cycle. 

Because politicians rarely think beyond the next general election, it

is all the more important that the executive arms of government

provide a counter-balancing pressure for long-term thinking. But the

absence of any organisational or financial reason to think about the

implications of what effects a programme has outside the function

that administers it makes for short-term thinking in management.

Focused on managing curative services rather than prev e n t i o n ,

28 Demos
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Crude understanding of how to change behaviour

The re form e rs of the last ge n e ration recognised th at tra d it i o n a l

command-and-control style regulation was not sufficient to change

people’s behaviour. The effort therefore switched, as we have seen, to

the use of incentives. They included: 

● subsidies for buying one’s council house

● incentives for doctors to offer certain additional services

● sharper disincentives to idleness within the benefits system

● tax reliefs for older people to take out private medical insurance

● tax reliefs for using certain means to give to charity using GiftAid

● tax re l i e fs for using certain vehicles for savings such as TESSAs and

PEPs.

Talk of sentences for criminals as ‘tariffs’ was commonplace, suggest-

ing th at polit icians thought th at punishment was, too, a simple mat te r

of incentives. In fact, incentives often proved very expensive and in

some cases were not effective because they simply moved existing

savings or charitable giving into tax efficient vehicles. At most they

stimulated much less saving or giving than they cost in tax reliefs.31

I ncentives have often proven very expensive, perv e rse or at least inef-

fective. Tax incentives for savings alone, for example, amount to £10

billion each year.

Many current outcome and output related funding mechanisms

create perverse incentives for providers to select the cheapest and

easiest to serve who may well not be those most in need (‘cream-skim-

ming’). When th e re are no incentives to offset this (for exa mple we i g h t-

ing the incentives toward disadvantaged people), the result can be

injustice (‘adverse selection’).32 In health care, capitation systems of

funding doctors and dentists present a good example of the risks. The

idea was to provide rewards based on outcomes but the improvements

in health status promised have not been achieved and cream-skim-

ming effects may be part of the explanation.33

Behind these problems lies a crude model of human motivation. The

idea was th at with an appeal to short - te rm fi n a ncial inte re st, one could

influence behaviour directly. But people are more complicated than

that. Above a certain level of income or wealth, further incentives for
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than the criminal justice system in reducing crime levels and more

cost-effective.37

D e sp ite their ineffe ctiveness, ‘curat i v e’ public services – the Nat i o n a l

Health Service, the police and the welfare state – are ones to which the

British public has become attached. It is very difficult for politicians to

s h i ft commitments made to them, even if the services provided are not

solving but mainly administering the problems they are meant to

address.

The last generation of public sector reformers did little or nothing

to shift the balance toward prevention and, in some cases, reinforced

the curative principle. By directing most of their political energy for

welfare state reform to the question ‘who will pay?’, they failed to ask

whether the service was one worth spending so many resources –

public or private – upon in the first place. Because many of the 1980s

and early 1990s reformers felt that there was something ‘soft’ about

crime prevention, something unacceptably ‘nanny state’ about sick-

ness prevention, th ey act u a l ly disinv e sted in these areas with

predictable results.38

Lack of coordination and problems of ‘dumping’

The key flaws inherent in the functional principle of organisation are

the failure to coordinate activities and the risk of problems and indi-

viduals being ‘dumped’ by one agency on another.

Recent reforms were meant to alleviate the flaws of the old admin-

istrative model. Instead, by sticking to the functional principle, they

have often made government less able to respond to new challenges

and less able to coordinate its diverse functions. Indeed, many of the

re forms have re i n forced the fu nctional appro a ch, part ic u l a r ly th e

obsession with encouraging dedicated, single-purpose agencies.39 In

1982, the then environment minister, the Rt Hon Michael Heseltine,

announced the Urban Development Corporations, describing them as

‘single-minded’ and ‘focused like a laser beam’ on the problem with

w h ich th ey we re ch a r ged. The stream of ‘ s i n g l e- m i n d e d’ age nc i e s

created since the Next Steps initiative – and the particular version of

‘managerial focus’ that was taught to public sector managers as the

prevailing business wisdom – has made traditional problems of coor-

dination worse.
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working by a fiscal envi ronment of endless short - te rm fi xes and

constrained in its capacity to innovate by its legal powers, executive

government has failed to be a force for long term thinking.

Too much cure, too little prevention

With the exception of e d u c ation, most services th at gov e rn m e n t

p rovides are curative. They inte rvene after the harm has alre a d y

o c c u rred. Medicine is, for the most part, not pro p hy l a ct ic but

concerned with curing people who have fallen ill. Policing – despite

some marginal ef fort in community policing and crime prevention –

is an almost wholly curative effort to detect and clear up reported

crimes after they have been committed. Most cash benefits – which

now take up almost one half of all government spending – are avail-

able only after something harmful has occurred to an individual to

make them eligible, such as unemployment, disability or loss of other

s o u rces of i ncome. Public inte rventions in housing spend few

resources in preventing housing need and most in keeping people in

their homes with cash through the tax or benefits system, or provid-

ing them with homes if th ey have lost their own or if their homes hav e

become uninhabitable for some reason. Child protection services are

mostly concerned with investigations after harm has occurred.

Few of these curative systems are very effective. Medicine explains

less than five ye a rs of the total inc rease in life expect a ncy in the whole

of the twentieth century.36 Many benefits create poverty traps and, for

at least some people, may foster attitudes of fatalism, dependency and

low aspiration. Ef fort and expenditure on policing have risen relent-

lessly but so has crime. Differences in expenditure on policing and the

number of o ffic e rs explain a tiny pro p ortion of the va ri ation over time

and across regions in levels of crime. And so on. Yet the alternatives to

curative government are only now being developed and are often

resisted by the great professional interests that have grown up around

these services. Preventive public health activity is a very small propor-

tion of health spending and is regarded by clinicians with the same

s u sp icion as energy companies look upon energy effic i e ncy and

demand re d u ction pro grammes. Crime prevention is still in its infancy

and is often marginal but it can be shown to be both more ef fective
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It is useful to classify dumping on two dimensions. The provider may

discontinue an entire service (‘servic e- w i d e’) or mere ly use their discre-

tion not to serve or to cease serving a part icular individual (‘client’). It

m ay explic it ly argue th at the re sp o n s i b i l ity is now th at of a n o th e r

a ge ncy (‘dire cte d’ dumping) or it may leave other age ncies to cope as

b e st th ey may (‘undire cte d’). Fi g u re 6 provides some exa mp l e s .

D u mping is not a new phenomenon but th e re is plenty of evi d e nce th at

it has become worse since the re forms of the 1980s and early 19 9 0 s .

Measuring the wrong things

The language of ‘the 3Es’ – economy, efficiency and effectiveness –

dominated the 1980 and early 1990s. But only the first two were ever

pursued seriously. The last generation of reformers were in fact prin-

cipally obsessed with efficiency. Some internal efficiencies have been

a ch i eved. But neither measured nor felt levels of u n e mp l oym e n t ,

crime, ill health and low educational achievement have been amelio-

rated by the reforms.
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Coordination problems resulting from the functional principle of

organisation have been numerous:

● the right kinds of s e rvice get delivered but ineffe ct i v e ly, infl e x i b ly

and slowly40

● the wrong kinds of service altogether get delivered41

● people get ‘dumped’ without service.

One example is the effect of the change in how schools’ performance

is measured and rewarded. The design of league table competition has

contributed to rising levels of exclusions of difficult-to-teach pupils.

These excluded pupils are disproportionately involved in youth crime,

putting more pressure on the police and the criminal justice system.42

Fragmentation of services for children has been held responsible for

s e rious problems in meeting the needs of v u l n e rable ch i l d re n .4 3

A n o ther exa mple is the effe ct of gre ater focus in social services and GP

services, which has led to rising demand for hospital accident and

e m e r ge ncy services as people jump the queue. Fra g m e n t ation of e ffort

in the environmental policy field has also been a major source of

p o l icy failure and stasis. Howev e r, the recent inte gration of th e

Departments of Environment and Transport is a notable sign of a new

acknowledgement of the need for holistic approaches in this area.

Many of the worst off find their plight made greater as they fall

th rough holes in the networ ks of g ov e rnment or are ‘dump e d’ betwe e n

agencies. ‘Dumping’ occurs when providers cease to provide a ser vice

to a client at all, either passing the re sp o n s i b i l ity to another or

washing their hands of it altogether, resulting in demonstrably worse

outcomes for the client. Its growing importance in the contemporary

welfare state can be explained by:

● the use of i ncentives th at lead to cre a m -skimming in the select i o n

of clients or the services offered to them44

● a growing culture of managerial focus on ‘core’ responsibilities

and comp e te ncies, almost always defined fu nct i o n a l ly, taken fro m

the private sector

● the continuing importance of professional discretion.45

Figure 6. Types of dumping: some examples
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sphere of youth justice 50 and frontline policing51 where it has been

particularly critical, but it has often encountered serious resistance.

Professionals also prefer to work with outcome measures which are

to do with the obser vable behaviour or conditions of their clients. So

medicine works with measures of absence of disease-causing bacteria

or absence of cancerous cells or – in the case of geriatric medicine –

with observed physical functioning in daily activities. Professionals

tend to be suspicious of subjective outcome measures of consumer

satisfaction, trust or changes in aspirations, confidence or values. For

example, police officers often have little interest in measures of public

satisfaction in ‘bobbies on the beat’ because they feel that this leads to

resource allocation that does not improve clear-up rates. Intelligence-

led policing is less visible and therefore less conducive to improving

feelings of safety. But the professionalism of the police is organised

less around feelings of public safety than around clear-up, conviction

and arrest rates. Doctors, too, feel that consumers are often satisfied

with the ‘wrong’ things, choosing to consume medicines that do not

improve health, may leave them dependent or reduce levels of func-

tioning. Teachers are suspicious of pupil and parental satisfaction

m e a s u res, believing th at pupils ty p ic a l ly want the ‘wrong’ th i n g s

from education and th at parents are too often little bette r.5 2

Professionals who see their job as controlling moral hazard and fraud

– such as those in the administration of social security benefits or

taxes – often feel that high satisfaction ratings would mean that they

are not doing the coercive side of their job well. No professional in the

state has any direct interest in the satisfaction and trust of taxpayers

who are not the people directly served or processed.

But subjective measures of effectiveness do matter. Subjective satis-

faction is often an important part of getting to the outcome. The more

satisfied and trusting the patient, the greater the placebo effect.53 The

higher the aspiration and confidence of the pupil and the parent, the

m ore effe ctive the learning. The more the public feel safe and

p ro te cted from crime, the more th ey will be willing to re p ort cri m i n a l s

and cooperate with the police in detection.

G ov e rnment has been poor in developing ge n e ric measures of

quality of life.54 There has been no recent innovation to parallel the

leaps forward in measuring national output and income that were
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In pursuit of effectiveness, these reformers had but one principal

weapon. They introduced many new performance measures and new

kinds of a u d it. Yet too often, the measures th ey accepted we re the ones

put forward by professionals and managers in the services rather than

the ones the public wanted. Government today is awash with statistics

w h ich purport to measure perform a nce but in fact only measure

levels of activity.46

The result has been a focus on sharper administration of services

which impact insufficiently or in the wrong way on the customers of

government. Too many evaluations concentrate on the effectiveness of

m a n a gement and re l ationships at the expense of the outc o m e s

a ch i ev e d .4 7 While consultants and academic advo c ates of the last ge n e r-

ation of re forms const a n t ly call for outcome measurement and

outcome-based reward systems,48 few seem to recognise that these data

cannot be collected or used meaningfully if government continues to

be organised around functions. In the few cases where some outcome

m e a s u res have been introduced, th ey have not been pro p e r ly

c o n n e cted with sp e c i fic services (for inst a nce, ‘Health of the Nat i o n’) or

are related only to public services and not to all the other factors that

influence the outcome (such as ‘value added’ measures in education).

Although there has been some effort to measure service ‘quality’, most

o f this has been conc e rned with the qu a l ity of p rocesses. Where

outcomes have been defined, this has usually only been done by arbi-

tra ri ly constru cting servic e-sp e c i fic and fra g m e n ted measures of

customer satisfaction.49 Even where measures of trust and satisfaction

are collected – for example, under the Citizens Charter, by some NHS

hospital trusts and the Benefits Agency – they are still specific to

particular functions and too often concerned more with client’s feel-

ings about the process of dealing with the agency than about the

outcome.

In too many public services, little effort is yet being made to address

the problem of measuring real effectiveness because the focus of

recent reforms has been more on efficiency and economy. ‘Value for

money’ has too often been construed in very narrow ways. The Audit

Commission has gone fu rther than the National Au d it Office in effort s

to instil a culture of m e a s u rement of real effe ctiveness, not least in th e
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The key theme of the new agenda, and the answer to many of these

problems, is more ‘holistic’ government – that is, horizontal integra-

tion and linka ge between fields and fu nctions. Holism is cru c i a l

because the fragmented structure of separate health, law and order,

education, housing, child protection and social services has consis-

tently failed to make real inroads on the problems of crime, unem-

ployment, poor educational achievement and ill health.

Past experiments in holistic government

There have been many attempts in the past to bring about greater inte-

gration by top-down or ‘macro’ methods such as bringing together

functions believed to have synergies with one another into gigantic

central structures. These have always failed because they have not

moved beyond the functional basis of organisation.56

The most basic structure of government that is supposed to coordi-

nate policy and administration in any country is the Cabinet. But, as

everyone knows, most Cabinet ministers speak from their department

or portfolio, defend their departmental turf and, over time, come to

regard coordination as a game of winners and losers. In the executive,

the Tre a s u ry and the central policy st a ff a re expected to coord i n ate but

they often find themselves fighting departments on an essentially

bilateral basis. Indeed, coordination often comes to be thought of by

politicians, administrators and commentators alike as simply a matter

o f m ore effe ctive management of these re l ationships and of qu e st i o n s

of centralisation versus decentralisation. The expectations of govern-

ment on the wicked issues are often scaled down to match.57
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made during the Second World War and which still provide the most

used measure of overall societal success – namely, gross domestic

p ro d u ct. Yet without adequ ate measures of well-being and of h ow indi-

vidual services contri b u te to it, gov e rnment cannot allocate it s

resources strategically.

Accountability to the wrong people

The reinforcement of government by functions in the last generation

of reforms has skewed the accountability of public services. Dedicated

agencies, subject to greater central control of budgets and perfor-

mance measurement systems and staffed by professionals with a sense

of loyalty to national professional bodies, are principally accountable

u p w a rds to Whitehall and We st m i n ste r. But if th ey are seri o u s ly

engaged in changing cultures as well as trying to reverse the decline

in public trust, then more downward accountability to and involve-

ment of service users and local populations is absolutely essential.

Overcoming the dominance of functions is the first stage in any

effort to increase downward accountability. Citizens and service users

do not – and should not need to – think in the bureaucratic functional

terms that politicians and public managers do in order to hold public

services accountable. Why should young, unemployed people need to

understand the functional distinction between the payment of bene-

fits such as Jobseekers Allowance and Income Support (Employment

Service and Benefits Agency), the payment of welfare benefits such as

Housing Benefit (local auth ority), the provision of job tra i n i n g

( Training and Ente r p rise Councils) and the provision of a d vic e

( C itizens’ Ad vice Bureaux) in order to hold these services to account for

their imp a ct on their emp l oy a b i l ity? Equ a l ly, why should elderly

people need to understand the arcane theology that distinguishes

health f rom social care to hold these care services accountable? Only

when gov e rnment is no longer or ganised pri nc i p a l ly around fu nct i o n s

will citizens and consumers of its services be able to hold government

accountable and will falling levels of trust in every level of govern-

ment start to rise.55
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according to the degree of centralisation and the degree to which they

are typically strategic or reactive. 

Inter-departmentalism
Inter-departmental working parties, inter-ministerial groups and the

l i ke have been the conventional tact ics for re sponding to problems th at

transgress organisational boundaries. In the past ten years or so, they

have proliferated with extraordinary energy in areas such as drugs

policy, pollution control and new technologies in central government,

and in linka ges between housing and social servic e s ,6 7 b e t ween housing

and envi ronmental health and between housing and tra n sp ort in

local government. However, where they lack real budgetary power and

p o l it ical backing at Cabinet level or spending power at commit tee lev e l

in local government, they have had limited impact on the substantive

policy areas they are supposed to address. Nevertheless, some experi-

ments have been moderately successful.68

Collaboration across functions
In the 1980s, the experiments with ‘multi-age ncy’ work in policing and

child protection began as ways of using inter-agency partnerships to

overcome the organisational difficulties of tackling these problems.
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The simplest and commonest form of holism has been the multi-

purpose local authority. This was designed in the nineteenth century

to bring coherence to what had previously been separate boards. Yet

within most councils, despite at least 25 years of attempts to introduce

more ‘corporate’ policy making structures (now described as ‘strategic

management’) the division of labour, power and policy goals is still

organised around functions.58

While recent efforts to pull together councils around common goals

set by political and executive leaderships are encouraging, the track

record of councils in overcoming fragmentation by profession and

function is not.59 Even the defenders of local government do not typi-

cally tend to argue for further extension of the multi-purpose author-

ity.60

Another model that achieved less than it promised was ‘joint plan-

ning’ in the 1970s.61 Under that model, all the agencies involved in any

activity were expected to participate in joint decision making forums.

Not surprisingly, the problems of acting together were so great that

little was achieved. In recent years, these attempts at round table

consensus between ‘stakeholders’ in a neo-corporatist style have come

back into fashion in some fields, such as Child Protection Committees,

environmental action, health and social care joint arrangements,62

Drug Action Teams,63 the newly announced Health Action Zones,64

E mp l oyment Zones and some ‘part n e rship’ pro grammes in local

e c o n o m ic development which bring to ge ther local auth orit i e s ,

Training and Enterprise Councils and public and private bodies.65

These experiments have some value but they suffer from slow deci-

sion making because they must appeal to the lowest common denom-

inator in the agendas of each of the functionally organised partners.

They depend heavily on the willingness of the individual representa-

tives to work to ge ther and the calibre of l e a d e rship to sustain th at will-

i n g n e s s .6 6 M ore ov e r, because th ey do not always fu l ly pool key

resources such as budgets and information, they offer limited incen-

tives for integration.

Toward the next generation of initiatives in holistic government

There is also a more recent set of initiatives to learn from. Figure 7

provides a matrix of the main types of recent initiative classified

Figure 7. Types of holistic initiative in government

Central coordination Decentralised coordination

Strategic ● Local case managers ● Holistic budgeting and
purchasing

● Integration of ● Inter-departmentalism
information manage-
ment and customer
interface

Reactive ● Fewer, more ● Joint production of services
centralised agencies

● Restricting agencies’ ● Cross-industry collaboration
ability to pass on costs
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policy discussion surrounding school exclusions is seeking to reshape

the incentives for schools to reduce numbers of exclusions.

Joint production of services
‘Foyers’, imported from France to provide services for young homeless

people, represent a new kind of agency that spans the industries of

housing provision and job training. A number of other combinations

have been tried with varying degrees of success, including adding

community care goals to the housing management goals of social

housing managers and vice versa and integrating transport and social

s e rvices for people with motor disabilities. The Home Office has

re c e n t ly called for a whole ra n ge of p u b l ic services, from sch o o l

administration to land use planning, to be managed and audited with

the goals of crime reduction in mind.70

This form of joint production of services can be effective, provided

that one does not load too many goals without clear priorities between

them to guide managers in those situations where they must make

ch o ices between them. Howev e r, it will only work when expertise fro m

different disciplines is combined. Managers trained in just one func-

tional discipline are generally not well-equipped to achieve multiple

goals. Just placing new kinds of t a r gets on or ga n i s ations is not an effe c-

tive route to a culture of integrated thinking. 

Multi-disciplinary and inter-disciplinary teams in health and social

care have been tried for a number of years and, while their record of

success is mixed, there are lessons for practitioners about managing

and working in such teams. An obvious but important one is that it is

easy to get obsessed with designing holist ic or ga n i s ations at th e

expense of thinking holist ic a l ly about purpose and client need.71 T h e re

a re also inte rn ational experi e nces at local and national levels on which

to draw.72

Case managers
A l though yet to be imp l e m e n ted, ideas have been developed th at

would build on the concept of the ‘case manager’ drawn from social

services and health care. In local government, there have been experi-

ments in authorities such as the London Borough of Hackney with the

creation of ‘floating’ chief officers who work across service functions.
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There have been a variety of experiments in collaborative inter-profes-

sional working and team structures in health and social services.

When used in a context where there are few other instruments for

holism, the results are mixed at best.69

Central coordinating mechanisms across networks
C l e a ring houses, based on formal or informal agreements not to dump ,

have been developed in some areas. One well known example of this is

the Bed and Breakfast Information Exchange (BABIE) in London, estab-

lished under the auspices of the London Housing Unit. BABIE allocates

people in ways that attempt to minimise dumping of housing and

social services responsibilities for homeless people by one borough on

to another.

Centralisation, or fewer agencies with broader responsibilities
At the local level, housing departments have merged with the housing

s e ctions of e nvi ronmental health departments and some merge rs

with social services departments have taken place. Nationally, there

has been a series of d e p a rtmental re or ga n i s ations such as the abolit i o n

of the Department of Energy and the re-allocation of its functions to

Environment for energy efficiency in housing, to Trade and Industry

for international trade and so on. We have also seen mergers such as

the creation of the Department for Education and Employment and

the Department of the Environment, Transport and the Regions. All

these re fl e ct a desire to re fl e ct more accurate ly the inte ra ction of fu nc-

tions and problems. Unfortunately, as the history of Whitehall reor-

ganisations shows, this kind of ‘gigantism’ usually creates new bound-

ary problems of its own. Suggestions of a ‘super-Treasury’ imply a

similar centralising response to governmental fragmentation which

may be as unsuccessful in tackling ‘wicked’ policy problems as all

previous attempts to centralise state power have been.

Restricting agencies’ ability to pass on costs
In environmental protection, for example, there have been experi-

ments with the ‘polluter pays’ principle to prevent organisations from

dumping the external costs of their activities on others. Some of the

Holistic government
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Obstacles to be overcome

Considerations of privacy have long prevented the flow of personal

information across departments, agencies and tiers of government. As

we inc rease the f l ow of i n form ation across fu nctional boundaries, new

kinds of safeguards must be given to citizens about the uses to which

personal information will be put. These should include detailed codes

of practice ruling out ‘fishing expeditions’ and requiring reasonable

grounds, for example of suspicion of fraud, before permitting gener-

alised data mining and matching strategies to be used.75 These codes

could and should mandate the wider use of systems of referring on

databases to individuals anonymously where bureaucrats or agencies

do not need to know the true identity of an individual in order to carry

out a transaction.76 They could also include much clearer and more

detailed codes of practices and statements of the purposes for which

government collects and uses personal information. 77 Moreover, there

will be some areas where full inte gration is inappro p ri ate. For

example, where preventive services need to attract clients who are

engaged in illegal behaviour such as drug taking, it will be important

to state that these services are quite separate from law enforcement

and to retain ‘firewalls’ in the flows of personal information.78

Opportunities

Despite the obstacles of vested interests, inertia and the legitimate

need to brand services differently, the new century presents huge

opportunities for achieving greater integration in government. New

information and communications technologies enable the integration

of information systems as never before. Over 30 years’ development of

models for changing cultures across boundaries and over networ ks has

l e ft us a rich inherit a nce of ideas on how mic ro- l evel inte gration strate-

gies might wor k .7 9 P ra ct ical experiments in multi-d i s c i p l i n a ry wor k i n g ,

h o l i st ic budgeting and common inte rfaces have shown the potential of

more integration.

Holistic government is no longer a dream without organisational

s u b st a nce. Although ch a l l e n ges remain, it is a set of p ra ct ices on which

much greater ambitions can now be built.
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Case managers would be given power to buy services not simply from

a single industry but across industries and fields to respond to the

interaction of tasks and problems which confront them. Although GP

fundholders are largely restricted to buying health care, there are

some total fundholding pilots which show what could be done if and

when these restrictions are at least partially lifted. For instance, educa-

tion we l f a re offic e rs might find th e m s e lves purchasing housing

s e rvices and health vi s itors purchasing envi ronmental health or

energy efficiency services for their clients as well as connecting people

to schooling and health care.

Information management and customer interface integration
In the 1990s, the challenge to the fragmentation of government has

grown deeper and the agenda has shifted toward integrating the key

re s o u rces th at, when fra g m e n ted, lead to poor coord i n ation and

d u mping – money and inform ation. The 1996 Green Pa p e r,

G ove rn m e n t . d i re c t, proposes a ra d ical new system for inform at i o n

management in the public sector: a common electronic system for the

entry and retrieval of basic personal information and a common

c u stomer inte rface for public services which could be cluste red aro u n d

l i fe events. This system could be used from to u ch screen kiosks in shop-

ping centres or a personal computer in a library or one’s own home.

There are challenges here to ensure that concerns about privacy and

confidentiality of personal information are met73 but the implications

for greater holism in government are potentially very great.

Holistic budgeting and purchasing
The Single Regeneration Budget is an important experiment in creat-

ing budgets for the single purchase of activities across the functional

boundaries of housing, physical renewal, job training and community

development. A range of other ‘challenge’ funds has come into exis-

tence. The new ‘best value’ programme which will replace compulsory

competitive tendering in local government specifically requires that

operations subjected to the best value process should be cut across

services and functions. In a recent publication, I set out ideas about

h ow holist ic budgeting can ov e rcome the ‘pass the parcel’ ga m e

between health and social care agencies in care for the elderly.74
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Single area budgets
There is a strong argument for more area based initiatives that bring

to ge ther the gov e rn m e n t’s proposed Education Action Zones,

Employment Zones and Health Action Zones with Single Regeneration

Budgets. The aim should be an ever rising proportion of mainstream

budgets which are being competed for with specified real outcomes

and incentives for part n e rship across the public sector and across barri-

ers between functions and professions.

Holistic budgets should be developed to target the needs of particu-

lar groups at this level, such as small businesses, lone parents and long-

term unemployed young people.

Holistic budgeting by areas will decentralise much of the gathering

of information and intelligence and give much greater financial scope

to local purchasing agencies to design services as they see fit. In this

c o n text, it will be possible to introduce much more dow n w a rd account-

a b i l ity to citizens and service users. Central systems of ov e rsight, audit

and policy review will then concentrate on evaluation, identifying

lessons about effectiveness and value for money, disseminating best

practice from local innovation.

Case workers
The role of individual case workers can be developed further. For

e xa mple, in combining fu nctions of the Benefits Age ncy and

Employment Service, individual frontline staff could put together

packages of benefits, training and housing to assist as many as possi-

ble of the currently long-term unemployed into work.

There will be cultural barriers to be overcome and recruitment and

training systems will need to focus on new competencies. However,

ch a n ges of similar magnitude have been introduced successfu l ly

before – for example, the introduction of GP fundholding into the

NHS.

Holistic government will certainly require some increase in the

discretion of those administering budgets and managing information

systems. This should not be a source of alarm. For all the claims of the

last generation of government reformers to be squeezing administra-

tive and professional discretion out of the public services and for all

the self-serving pleas of the professionals that they were losing their
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Key recommendations for holistic government

All of the appro a ches to inte gration listed above have their place in th e

toolkit for more holistic government. Together, these tools can be used

to force integration downstream in planning, designing and providing

services. They can also reinforce the focus of government on cross-

functional purposes. The key to real progress is the integration of

budgets and information. The fundamental building blocks are:

● budgets designed around outcomes and purposes, not functions

or activities80

● more competition for the achievement of those purposes

● requirements that successful bidders build partnerships across

traditional functional boundaries

● re qu i rements th at th ey work to ach i eve measurable imp rov e-

ments in real outcomes.

In the course of this strategy, it will be necessary to re-centralise some

things, such as overall goal-setting, measuring outcomes and setting

b u d gets. Oth e rs will need to be decentralised, such as inte l l i ge nce gath-

ering, initiative and innovation in programme design, delivery and

local democratic accountability to users and the public.

Integration of budgets
There are many ways in which budgets can be integrated. For example,

s chemes have been developed which will ov e rcome the divi s i o n

b e t ween health and social care for elderly people.81 These exa mples can

be built on in fields such as homelessness to overcome the divisions

between different benefits and housing budgets.

Resources from these holistic budgets for outcome based contracts

should be much more open to competition between departments and

other tiers of government such as local government, consortia, part-

nerships and the private sector. This will require the introduction of

contracts that are enforceable and have private law status between

ministers or the core executive and the bodies that deliver operations,

along the lines pioneered in New Zealand.
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Figure 9 summarises how a holistic information system might work

over time to be a force for holistic organisation within public services.

Targets
There is a case for experimenting with opening up the targets and

performance indicators to community participation to enable each
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d i s c retion, in fact te a ch e rs, police offic e rs, clinicians, tra i n i n g

providers and benefit officers have retained great discretion in the

rationing of resources, the selection of clients, the quality of services

offered and the strategic directions pursued. It could hardly be other-

wise.82 The point is to discipline and harness the innovative capacity of

d i s c retion with comp e t ition, to emp l oy codes of p ra ct ice to prevent th e

wrongful use of discretion and reinforce the ethos of public ser vice

and to focus it on achieving real change using outcome-based stan-

dards. 

Figure 8 summarises one model of how holistic budgeting might

work.

Information systems
Where possible, we need to integrate the ‘front-end’ of government, or

the parts that deal with individuals. ‘One -stop shops’ have developed

within certain tiers of government, for instance, at neighbourhood

level within local councils. But it is now time to go much further.

One-stop shops should become the principal means by which the

p u b l ic deals with gov e rnment, both phy s ic a l ly and electro n ic a l ly,

th rough a common inte rface, in order to simplify the process of

dealing with gov e rnment for gov e rnments’ custo m e rs. To make

s y stems more comp rehensible, one-stop shops will be or ga n i s e d

a round life events which tri g ger people’s need for services. It should be

simple for individuals to alert government to a life event such as a

bereavement, becoming unemployed or losing a home. This could be

done by using graphical multiple choice systems with touch screens.

Then the system would bring to their attention all the services that

might help them. By offe ring space to re l evant pri vate business

services, it should be possible to attract private finance for the capital

investment involved.83

The functions and services that make up today’s public sector will

become ‘back offices’ and ‘content providers’ for these one-stop shops.

Over time, they will operate and be managed in more and more inte-

grated ways. Because these systems will handle very large volumes of

personal information about individuals, much more of which will be

shared across government, they will need to be subject to new privacy

codes on the handling of personal information.

Figure 8. Holistic budgeting: one model
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Figure 9. Holistic information systems
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area to determine its own priority targets at the post code district level

within a nationally set framework. These could set out what each

d i ffe rent set of a ge ncies can contri b u te and what the community it s e l f

can contribute. A number of US cities and states, such as Seattle and

Oregon, have led the way in this kind of community consultation on

targets.

Organisations defined around outcomes not functions
The most radical step would be to replace governing by functions with

outcome-focused departments. One could imagine not a department

for education and unemp l oyment but one ch a r ged with enhancing th e

one and reducing the other and with powers to operate across the

whole range of functions in housing, family policy, public health,

public information, cultural policy, crime and so on. Again, to achieve

this will require New Zealand-style formal and contestable contracts

that are enforceable in private law between ministers and their depart-

ments.84

These methods would not solve all of the problems of inconsistency

and coordination since all forms of integration draw organisational

boundaries in better places but do not abolish them altogether.85 Nor

would th ey solve all the problems of i n form ation and centra l i s ation of

the wrong things. But they would represent a major advance.

Measures of this kind would substantially improve the focusing of

resources on key problems. They would also further shift the culture

o f g ov e rnment aw ay from the culture of the ‘departmental silo’

toward one of genuine partnership.
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a gain, cash benefits and lost economic act i vity, tax revenues and

growth.

Dimensions of prevention

It is important to distinguish between different kinds of preventive

strate g y. P r i m a ry preve n t i o nis conc e rned with preventing pro b l e m s

from arising in the fi rst place. Va c c i n ation aga i n st sp e c i fic diseases and

basic skills education are obvious examples.87 Secondary preventionis

concerned with preventing acute problems from recurring or prevent-

ing chronic problems from getting worse.88 Programmes to reduce

crime in an area by persuading residents to install alarms, better locks

and closed circuit television cameras are one example. There are many

pharmaceutical products the main benefit of which is neither vacci-

nation nor cure but palliation and slowing the progress of disease.

In the fields of primary crime prevention,89 health promotion, sick-

ness prevention,90 and financial literacy improvement, there has been

some recent innovation at local level in Britain which can be built

upon. The key area on which work is needed is in the primary preven-

tion of long-term unemployment and poverty. While the systems of

income maintenance, job training and voluntary childcare provision

are a basic secondary preventive network, the only form of primary

prevention nationally available is the education system. However, as

numbers of school exclusions rise, those most at risk of long-term

unemployment are often no longer being reached.

S e c o n d a ry prevention can be put at the centre of the incentive stru c-

ture through better purchasing and using outcome related systems

such as capitation in health care.91 However, it is important that these

are compensated appropriately to avoid the risk of providers ‘skim-

ming the cream’ and leaving some clients without service altogether.92

It will not be appropriate for all contracts for preventive work to be

framed in terms of outcomes. In some cases, the ef fects of preventive

work will not show up for ten years or more and so outcome specifica-

tion could make inappropriate rigidities. Because primary prevention

is still in its infancy in some fields, experiments and pilot projects will

be needed for which detailed outcome specification would be inap-

p ro p ri ate. Howev e r, as pra ct ice develops and we learn more about what

holistic interventions work and prevention becomes more routine
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The case for prevention

A more holistic approach must imply a preventive system of govern-

ment. It is not possible or even meaningful to claim that one is effec-

tively tackling crime by dealing with each of the risk factors, causes

and sources of crime after the crime has occurred. Again, tackling

health in a holistic way is simply impossible on a curative basis: the

causes of illness are too various and too powerful to be tackled after

the event. Only preventive work in housing conditions, working condi-

tions, education, regular monitoring, stress reduction and improve-

ment in diet and exercise can affect long-term health. The fragmenta-

tion of government by function enabled and encouraged the growth

of curative professions. The only meaningful comprehensive attack on

the sources of major social evils is prevention.

The converse is also true: preventive government can only be deliv-

ered holistically. No strategy of crime prevention or health promotion

could be credible if it invo lved large ly discre te operations on the causes

of crime or ill health in housing, work, family life and parenting,

hygiene and land-use planning.86

Prevention is critical for two reasons. The first is simple effective-

ness. When it works, it works much better than cure.

The second is fiscal. Only preventive action on crime, unemploy-

ment, ill health and poor educational achievement offer any hope of

being able to make savings further down the line in policing, criminal

justice, prisons and probation services; cash benefits and training

programmes; medicine and long-term care; remedial education and,

Anticipatory government
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Certainly, preventive programmes need to be combined with proper

safeguards against the abuse of power both in the form of constitu-

tional legal protections and in codes of practice on frontline public

servants making inferences from ‘soft’ information.

Others object to preventive government for exactly the opposite

reason: th at pri m a ry crime prevention or secondary prevention by way

of rehabilitation is too ‘sof t’ and insufficiently punitive. However, no

serious consideration of modern methods of crime prevention could

sustain this criticism today.93

Other people fear that preventive government will be unacceptably

paternalist. Programmes of vaccination and water fluoridation have

sometimes at tra cted this crit icism. But this is muddled. Curat i v e

g ov e rnment is often much more pate rn a l i st ic than preventive, in

c o l l e cting taxes to fi n a nce medical pro c e d u res or educat i o n a l

programmes. The important thing is that each case of paternalism is

o p e n ly and public ly debated and th at the age ncies re sponsible for deliv-

ering it are publicly accountable.

Fundamentally, however, the justification for preventive govern-

ment must be the greater priority that the public attaches to reducing

c rime, imp roving educational attainment and emp l oy a b i l ity and

improving health than it attaches to the freedom for each individual

to fail, when it comes at the expense of their fellow citizens.

Key recommendations for preventive government

Audit
E v e ry department, age ncy and tier of g ov e rnment should be subject to

an audit of the effort, effe ctiveness and pri ority of p ri m a ry prev e n t i v e

activity in respect of the main wicked problems – ill health, unem-

ployment, poor educational achievement, pollution and crime.

Encouragement of prevention in the professions
In the course of discussions with each of the welfare state professions

over pay, status and negotiations structures, government should bring

forw a rd conc e rns over the skills, training, pri ority, effort, st at u s ,

reward and management of preventive activity. Where possible, it

should make offe rs conc e rned with re m u n e ration, working condit i o n s ,

consultation programmes and other benefits conditional upon profes-
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across government, it may be possible to work toward greater outcome

measurement and specification.

In a July 1997 sp e e ch on we l f a re, the prime minister announced th at

he intended to ask all departments for reports on measures of the

p reventive imp a ct of their policies. While no doubt many will focus on

secondary rather than primary prevention, the role of audit in shift-

ing the culture of the civil service toward prevention is important.

The toolkit of prevention

The main tools of anticipatory government will be:

● developing skills, competencies and a new kind of professional

status around prevention

● e a r ly warning systems and scenario building exe rcises on the ri s ks

of particular needs arising

● early identification of at risk individuals through schools, social

services and the police

● the provision of i n form ation and persuasion to ch a n ge cultures of

behaviour

● a u d its of the preventive imp a ct of the entire ra n ge of g ov e rn m e n t

policy and services aimed at identifying areas where prevention

would, over foreseeable periods, yield savings

● development of more early intervention services targeted at chil-

dren and young people to prevent them from poor educational

achievement, delinquency, crime, ill health and unemployment

● encouraging preventive roles, practices and models to develop

within each of the professions, using codes of practice, institutes,

and systems of accreditation

● challenging the public ’s at t a chments to curative services th at are

i n e ffe ctive (such as hosp itals and auth orit a rian policing), by making

m ore powe rfu l ly the case for effe ctive preventive measure s .

Overcoming the obstacles

Some people have been prejudiced against preventive government

because th ey associate it with vi o l ations of c i vil liberties such as

preventive detention, preventive exclusion, inappropriate state care

and so on.
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to insure themselves against. The conventional examples are delin-

quency and crime, unemployment, unplanned parenthood, need for

long-term care and certain health care needs.94

The one area in which people of all political views expect the state

to remain the leading provider of curative services is in the detection

and punishment of crime. However, there may be scope for reducing

c o sts of punishment and re h a b i l it ation th rough gra d u ated re p ay-

ments and reparations on release from prison or during community

service and probation for those sentenced in the community.

However, the steady process of shifting the burden for curative

services from taxpayers to the individual can be continued, at least

incrementally, although not in the form of dramatic overnight with-

drawals from health care or unemployment insurance.95

Shifting the balance of government effort from cure to prevention

is one of the most difficult and demanding challenges of the new era

of government reform. The curative model of government has deep

historical roots and has been buttressed by the growth of professions

and lobbies that maintain constant pressure for more resources to be

thrown toward cure. It also retains longstanding public affection. Yet

in the long term, the curative focus has created fiscal difficulties, inef-

fectiveness and enormous risks for government with which today’s

politicians are grappling. It will require vision and determination to

extricate government from it.

From prevention to anticipation

P revention is only the fi rst st a ge tow a rds more antic i p atory gov e rn-

ment. More exa ct ly, prevention is conc e rned with the negative goals of

g ov e rnment, with the re d u ction or elimination of ri s ks. Antic i p ation is

also about positive behaviour and making gov e rnment more strate g ic .

Most of the policy proposals put forward by national administra-

tions are expected to operate over a period of ten to fifteen years, yet

s u r p ri s i n g ly little of the inte l l e ctual capacity of g ov e rnment is

oriented to the medium range future. The Parliamentary Office for

Science and Technology (POST) does some scanning and technology

fore c a sting. The Office of National St at i st ics produces some populat i o n

and household projections. The Treasury, however, largely eschews

medium range futures work, mainly on the grounds that the one tech-
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sions having greater roles in preventive activity. Government should

seek to work with the professions to build up the role of prevention in

their systems of a c c re d it ation, te a ching and pro fessional dev e l o p-

ment, special institutes, codes of practice, systems of promotion and

status. This should start with public health, community policing and

rehabilitation of offenders. The professions and semi-professions in

teaching, training and benefits administration should be encouraged

by government to examine ways in which they can encourage employ-

ability. Just as professional organisation worked to reinforce curative

government, it can be turned to support preventive government.

Early warning systems with safeguards
Each department, agency and tier should be expected to develop early

indicators that are measured regularly to show the presence of risk

factors for any of the key areas for which it has competence. These

should be reported and published at least annually. Where risk assess-

ment tools invo lve making infe re nces about individuals th at can affe ct

how they are treated, there should be tighter codes of practice as safe-

guards to prevent these early warning systems from leading public

m a n a ge rs to take draconian action on the basis of s o ft evi d e nc e

a ga i n st individuals who might be at risk. These codes should be

published.

Affording prevention

In the long run, it is a reasonable hope that prevention will cost less

than cure. A number of crime prevention projects have proven them-

selves cheaper than cure when all the relevant costs are taken into

account. Many health promotion and sickness prevention pro gra m m e s

o f b a s ic hygiene, imp rovements in diet and education in health re l ate d

behaviours are more cost effective ways to achieve longer and health-

ier life than health care interventions.

But preventive government still costs money. Therefore, it will be

important to find ways to free up resources from curative work to

finance preventive activity.

In part, these resources can only come from shifting the burden of

financing curative services further from the state to the individual.

Some risks are very difficult for those people most likely to face them
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Anticipatory government

ever before. The rather confused disdain for any kind of forward-

looking study as if it were about socialist economic planning has

largely dissipated. Politicians are at least talking publicly about the

need for long-term thinking in politics.

Key recommendation for anticipatory government

Futures resources across government
A specif ic capacity should be created in every part of British govern-

ment for centres of e xc e l l e nce in antic i p atory te ch n i ques and meth o d s .

The centre itself should not seek to carry out the bulk of such exer-

cises. That would be to repeat the mistake of the old Central Policy

Revi ew St a ff, cre ated under the Heath administration and abolished in

1983 under Mrs Thatcher.103 Rather, it should work with the Civil

Service College, with the Local Government Management Board, with

the Audit Commission and with the leading public sector consultancy

firms to disseminate the skills and methods as routine management

tools throughout the public sector and act as a repository for the prod-

ucts of such exercises.

Anticipation and integration

Prevention and anticipation are essentially holistic activities. Curative

government has been the source of much fragmentation and the

professional culture of the curative professions has been partly to

blame for the weakness of government’s capacity to anticipate in

useful ways. Therefore, the next phase of government reform must be

one in which inte gration and antic i p ation are pursued to ge th e r.

Neither can succeed without the other.
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nique it has ever tried for that purpose – namely, econometric fore-

casting – has failed.

S p e c i fic commissions and revi ews are sometimes undert a ken with i n

departments to examine certain developments. Within the NHS, a

number of s c e n a rio building exe rcises have been tried and hav e

produced useful results.96 Some public sector consultancy firms have

offered such exercises.97 But although there has been a growth in this

activity in the 1990s, much of government remains impervious to and

suspicious of scenario building.

The reason for this is not the absence of useful and illuminating

te ch n i ques for thinking about the fu t u re. A pleth ora of s c e n a rio build-

ing techniques are now well tried and tested from traditional military

and civil defe nce methods of c o n t i n ge ncy planning, the Shell

approach,98 the Global Business Network method99 and the Demos

S e rious Fu t u res meth o d ,10 0 the lat ter sp e c i fic a l ly designed for th e

purpose of analysing public policy, to more formal soft systems model-

ling approaches.101

The reason for the short-term orientation of government is a matter

of political culture. The British administrative and political élite has

long prided itself on its pragmatism. But British élite pragmatism is

rather different from, say, that of the American élite. Its attitude to

risks is one of avoiding expensive commitments in advance for fear

that they might turn out to be Maginot lines, useless when the risk

m ate rialises. Rath e r, the British administrative culture is one of try i n g

to secure enough spare capacity to respond ‘on the night’.102

Of course, any government needs to balance the reasonable claims

of flexibility and the need to avoid committing resources to plans that

may turn out to be quite inappropriate with the need to anticipate, to

prepare contingency plans and to explore the risks that today’s policy

choices and commitments might face tomorrow. British political and

a d m i n i strative culture has, howev e r, never stru ck a sensible balance. It

has left anticipation to a handful of specialists and never conducted

anticipation in any holistic way that considers the interactions of all

the specialities.

There are some optimistic prospects for a cultural change in this

direction in the late 1990s. The toolkit for anticipation is now better

understood and more widely disseminated across government than
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6. Culture-changing government

Priorities for cultural change

Increasingly, if governments are to achieve their objectives they will

try consciously and deliberate ly to inf l u e nce the cultures of th e

governed.104 In particular, government needs to influence:

● u n e mp l oyment: the ability and willingness of l o n g - te rm unem-

ployed people to raise their aspirations, to seek out new forms of

skills, use their contacts to find work and the willingness of ‘ i n s i d-

ers’ in the labour market to make short-term sacrifices of income

in order to finance the creation of work for others

● educational achievement:the willingness of parents to participate in

their children’s schools, to share and reinforce the values of learn-

ing, to take early preventive action with schools if their children

are performing poorly

● crime: the willingness of c o m m u n ities to take part in cri m e

prevention activities, to report misdemeanours and take part in

common prevention activities such as neighbourhood watch

● health: the willingness of the public to avoid health-damaging

behaviours and take moderate exercise, the willingness of busi-

nesses and workplaces to sustain high st a n d a rds of hygiene and in

some areas to bear individually more of the costs of curative

services in order to enable government to focus its resources more

effectively on prevention.

All of these are cultural changes that involve the creation of new

norms, new kinds of solidarity and involvement by individuals in the

lives of others. In other words, solving the wicked problems requires

more social capital.105 Government alone can’t do very much to make

new social capital but it can stop damaging existing social capital and

do more to enable people and businesses to build it.

The dilemmas of changing cultures

Sometimes people argue that it is undemocratic for government to

attempt to change the minds of the citizens.106 Yet in practice, even the

most ‘minimal’ government is involved in changing minds whether it

likes it or not. Punishment of crimes, even if the aim is deterrence, is

as much about changing minds as rehabilitation or health promotion.
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The case for changing cultures

Reshaping government budgets, information systems and strategies

toward prevention alone cannot solve unemployment, ill health, poor

e d u c ational ach i evement and crime. These are problems th at are

sustained by cultures of behaviour, thought and social ties among the

public. The key challenge for government is to identify tools with

which it can seek to persuade and enable key sections of the public to

change their cultures.

Anyone who is serious about prevention must be serious about

sustaining a preventive culture of responsibility among the public.

People who are at risk of ill health, parents whose children are at risk

of poor educational achievement, communities that face real risks

from rising crime all need to take actions that require a culture of

prevention. In some cases, it may mean recognising the need for and

demanding preventive ser vices (for example, in public health) but in

many cases, it will involve more direct preventive action.

The refocusing of government on prevention, both in the orienta-

tion to the long te rm and aw ay from the fi n a ncing of c u rative servic e s ,

will involve engendering major cultural shifts among the public to

explain and make legitimate these changes and to enable people to

think through the implications for their own lives, including bearing

more individual responsibility for financing curative services.

Organising budgets, information systems and organisations more

holistically will require cultural change in those sections of the popu-

lation that have grown most accustomed to dealing with fragmented

services and have learned to use the inherited systems.

Culture-changing government
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Culture-changing government

Again, the evidence does not support this view. There are, when we

look for them, plenty of cases of benign deliberate cultural change

among the wider public, at least on a smaller scale.107 Kemal Atatürk

b rought about enormous cultural ch a n ge in his pro gramme of

modernisation for Turkey in the 1920s. State decisions to promote a

certain language can bring about major cultural change, as every

n at i o n a l i st from Quebec to east Africa knows. More re c e n t ly, in

Germany, many parts of the United States and Canada and some other

parts of the world, cultural attitudes toward recycling have changed

dramatically and people are willing to put themselves to some incon-

venience to separate out rubbish into up to seven categories and even

t a ke some kinds of rubbish th e m s e lves to re cycling centres. Camp a i g n s

against litter in the streets have had a real effect in Britain. In schools,

the long battle to change long-established cultures of bullying are

beginning to bear fruit. Despite some recent setbacks, the campaigns

a ga i n st the cultures associated with smoking as ‘cool’ or ‘sophist ic ate d’

have shown important results. There have indeed been some cases of

backlash and free-riding in each of these cases but in none of them

have they been so great as to undo the gains achieved.

Strategies and tools for cultural change

It does not follow that government can do anything it likes to change

c u l t u res. A democrat ic and liberal gov e rnment cannot enga ge in bra i n-

washing, subliminal advertising or indeed coercion, except in re sp o n s e

to crime or other major public threats. However, there are tools with

which government can legitimately seek to influence cultures among

the wider public and the users of its services. Within constitutional

and ethical limits, democratic governments can legitimately seek to

address and influence change in each of the dimensions of culture,

using the four principal strategies by which cultures are changed

within organisations: coercion, contagion, coaching and learning.108

Land use planning powers, transport policy, arts policy and patron-

age, environmental regulation from litter and graffiti laws through to

industrial pollution regulations, state ritual, product standards regu-

lation and tax polices can all influence the material culture and envi-

ronment. Laws of libel, obscenity, blasphemy, privacy and intellectual

property have long influenced the content of a variety of communi-
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E d u c ation by its very nat u re inc u l c ates the basic elements of the inher-

ited culture in children and young people. More generally, the provi-

sion of any kind of service or regulation by government has cultural

consequences, whether it be the effects of state welfare upon cultures

of unemployed people or the effects of competition policy and envi-

ronmental taxation on the culture of businesses. Government cannot

conceivably be neutral in the cultures of the governed. And where

some cultures clearly have damaging consequences for the four key

risks that citizens want government to tackle, there is a powerful case

that, at the very least, government’s actions should not make matters

culturally worse.

The feasibility of changing cultures

It is common to hear the word ‘culture’ used to explain why things

don’t change, why things can’t be changed or why someone has given

up all hope of changing something. ‘It’s deep in the culture’ is the

excuse given by so many failed agents of change within organisations

and in government.

This might be taken seriously if cultures did not change as a rule or

only with glacial slowness. But in fact, we are constantly acknowledg-

ing how qu ick ly cultures can ch a n ge. Yo u th cultures come and go with

fascinating rapidity. In business, organisational cultures change only a

little more slowly but, within the last generation, the cultures of aspi-

ration, management, know l e d ge and re sp o n s i b i l ity have shifte d

dramatically. Even within government itself – supposedly, if conven-

tional wisdom were to be believed, the place where organisations and

bureaucratic practices are preserved in aspic – there has been signifi-

cant cultural change during the 1980s and early 1990s, although not

all of it in the direction that reformers had hoped.

The cy n ics usually re spond th at cultures do indeed ch a n ge but

cannot be changed deliberately in the direction that reformers want.

Un i n tended consequ e nces will always ov e rwhelm any at te mpt to

change cultures. The cynics will then always point to the ‘dependency

culture’ engendered by the welfare state as evidence that cultures may

change but not in the way that reformers hope. All attempts to engi-

neer cultural change will run, the cynics say, into a backlash or else

will create problems of moral hazard, free-riding and abuse.
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Culture-changing government

change willingness to behave in a certain way – for example, to recycle

household waste – only by working on that behaviour. The point about

seeing these things as embedded in cultures is that they are sustained

by systems of status, solidarity, aspiration, significance and shared

institutions. Government action that seeks to tackle damaging behav-

iours needs to work at all these cultural levels. 

Key recommendations for cultural change

Working on cultures is a style of governance that should pervade the

whole public sector. There is no point in, for example, creating new

organisations within government responsible for championing the

case for cultural change. Rather, the whole of the public sector needs

to work differently. The key tools for inducing this are to use the audit-

ing and budgeting process as levers.

Auditing the cultural basis of social problems
The first step in changing the cultures that sustain high levels of

crime, poor educational achievement, ill health and unemployment is

to understand them. It is surprising how little work has been done

w ithin gov e rnment or the wider re s e a rch communities to pull

together what we know and understand about the cultural roots of

these problems. Too often, policy makers start and finish their under-

standing of the problems they are tackling with a disorderly list of

individual-level risk factors. The agencies responsible for tackling the

four key social problems need to develop a holistic and cultural under-

standing of them and of the cultural tools legit i m ate ly at th e i r

disposal for tackling them. Institutionally, the responsibility for devel-

oping that understanding rests with the various research agencies in

government. The responsibility for developing an improved under-

standing of the effectiveness of tools for cultural change should rest

with the audit bodies in the new and wider role that I have outlined

throughout this book.

Building in tools of cultural change
In the more holistic systems of budgeting, information management

and or ga n i s ation, we need an explic it re c o g n ition of the role of

cultural change and strategies designed to achieve this. For example,
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cations from the press to broadcasting and the Internet with conse-

qu e nces for cultures. The ord i n a ry tools of i n form ation and pers u a s i o n

by way of education and public campaign can have an effect on risks

perceived and norms accepted. Government policies in labour market

regulation, housing and education can and do have an effect on the

structure of social networks.109 Politicians and government agencies

can certainly influence expectations and aspirations and regularly

seek to do so in rhetoric, in policies for equal opportunity or economic

liberty and so on. That governments can influence worldviews and

ideologies is well-known: many people believe that the Thatcher years

made irreversible changes to British political culture.

The conventional but restricted government toolkit of command-

and-control instruments supplemented with a range of incentives

through public purchasing, tax reliefs and social security is not suffi-

cient to change cultures; these tools have a continuing role but others

are needed. In the key cases which we are concerned with, the appar-

ently ‘weak’ tools of information provision, persuasion and education

are often more powerful, albeit rather more long term in their effects,

on willingness to think and behave differently. When these work with

the grain of public culture – as has happened with drink driving,

smoking and, to some extent, with schools, the effe cts can be

e x tre m e ly powe rful. When th ey do not, it is often not because the pro b-

lems are insoluble but because the tools are being applied piecemeal

rather than holistically; other government programmes are getting in

the way. The key weak tools are the following:

● persuasion: education, public information campaigns, individual

counselling and support

● example: experiments, personal example by politicians and civil

servants, pilot projects

● redress: provision of rights to information, compensation, enforce-

able in various ways

● st ructuring the ways in which organisations and individuals inte ra c t :

c o mp e t ition policy, freedom of i n form ation, comp e t itive purch a s-

ing.

The most important lesson from the successful use of tools to change

cultures is that they need to be used holistically. It is no use trying to
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Beyond the 3 Es

The next phase of government reform will have to shift the balance of

g ov e rnment effort in measurement, audit and rew a rd beyo n d

economy and efficiency toward effectiveness. The functional principle

of organisation has bequeathed us any number of measures of activ-

ity but very few measures of outcome. Only holistic government will

be able to inst itutionalise a culture ori e n ted tow a rds measuri n g ,

rewarding and managing better outcomes.

Overcoming professional and academic fatalism

Outcome measurement is, like the organisation of government, a

subject on which practical politicians are in direct conflict with the

conventional wisdom of academics and professionals. The conven-

tional wisdom among academic and professional pessimists has gener-

ally been that outcomes in many white collar and professional services

are inherently difficult to measure because they: 

● are multi-dimensional

● involve complex trade-offs

● re ly for their ach i evement on inhere n t ly unmeasurable things like

‘tender loving care’ and ‘politeness’, ‘public service ethos’, ‘ethical

standards’ and ‘culture’

● measure dimensions of well-being that often change by making

quantum ch a n ges at part icular th resholds rather than continuous

incremental or decremental change
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holistic budgets should be designed to include appropriate budgets for

information and persuasive activity as well as purchasing and regula-

tion where appropriate. The risks of moral hazard and backlash that

some programmes of cultural change bring need to be understood.

Preventive action needs to be built into the design of these budgets

and strategies.

Only when government is oriented more to cultural change than to

a d m i n i stration can it become ge n u i n e ly holist ic and preventive. Public

c u l t u res have their imp a cts across fu nctions and have for too long re i n-

forced the curative character of government. Today, we have a clearer

understanding of the mechanisms by which cultures change and the

tools with which organisations, leaders and governments can influ-

ence those changes.

7. Outcome-oriented government
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Impact programme

The imperative is now to develop:

● better measures of outcomes for services in general

● b e t ter ways of e stablishing the causal effic a cy of s e rvices in bri n g-

ing about change in outcomes

● better generic – not service-specific – measures of quality of life

and other outcomes; establishment of causal efficacy of services

in bringing about change in quality of life

● better relationships between outcomes for the services govern-

ment provides making it clear what trade-offs have to be accepted

between different dimensions of well-being

● m ore comp o s ite measures th at inte grate objective indices of

observable behaviour with reported dimensions of well-being.

G ov e rnment can only develop its operations to target desired outc o m e s

and their imp rovement more effe ct i v e ly if it is pre p a red to inv e st time,

effort and money in the research necessary to measure what it is

seeking to change. Outcome-oriented government is, by definition, a

measurement-intensive affair.

To be sure, this is not straightforward and will call for new kinds of

collection and recording of information. For example, the impact of

policy and public services on the four key problems of crime, unem-

ployment, ill health and poor educational achievement can only be

measured adequately using more and better designed longitudinal

studies. This means that there are good reasons for government to

invest in such collections, where possible jointly with private compa-

nies which share an interest in the findings. 

It is always a challenge to isolate the contribution of a public inter-

vention or service. However, methods from a large number of evalua-

tion studies  have evolved which should enable government to do this

rather better and more systematically than has hitherto been possible.

The greatest intellectual challenge for government is the construc-

tion of m e a n i n g ful ge n e ric qu a l ity of l i fe indic ators th at aggre gate and

weight dimensions of well-being without simp ly aggre gating measure s

of the impact of services defined by functions.114 Unless this is done,

any exercise to identify the relative effect of government policies and
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● are not suitable for presentation in league tables because they

need to be read with sensitivity to other factors that explain

league table position

● are difficult if not impossible to apply successfully using rewards

and sanctions without creating perverse effects such as excessive

focus on measured and measurable things (in the old Sovi e t

Union, glass manufacturers given targets by weight produced

glass th at was too th ick, and, given targets by squ a re metre ,

produced glass so thin that it readily broke)

● tend to lead to cream-skimming; where service providers have any

discretion over the selection of their clientele, people will be

selected for whom it will be easy to achieve the outcomes, even if

they are – or precisely because they are not – the ones in greatest

need110

● tend to encourage the abdication of professional judgement in

favour of following mechanical procedures – that is, treating

performance indicators that call for further investigation (‘tin

openers’) as if they were indicators that require a single specific

corrective action (‘dials’)111

● represent outdated management methods of detailed control and

removal of discretion.112

Ac a d e m ics and pro fessionals re ga rd these arguments as the dist i l l at i o n

o f e x p e ri e nce. They tend to see polit icians’ endless demands for

measurable results as exercises in cynical decentralisation of blame.113

Politicians on the other hand, tend to see these arguments, on the part

of public service professionals, as lazy excuses and a refusal to be held

accountable and, on the part of academics, as cases where the profes-

sionals have captured their thinking.

In the late 1990s, it is now possible to see the outlines of a more fru it-

ful debate and a common agenda. It is possible to improve both the

design and the application of outcome measures in public services.

The difficulties that the academics and professionals have pointed to

are real but not insoluble. The solutions – pilot projects, experimenta-

tion and evaluation – will take time to develop. Indeed, the art of

measuring outcomes and designing systems of organisation to deliver

improved outcomes is still in its infancy.
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Outcome-oriented government

Other countries are now moving in this direction. For example, the

federal government in Australia is embarking on a major national

programme to develop and publish indicators of well-being and to

relate them to the performance of public services. The state of Oregon

has developed a set of quality of life benchmarks.116

Smarter purchasing

A new focus on outcomes will enable gov e rnment to purchase servic e s

m ore inte l l i ge n t ly. A certain ‘machismo’ among purch a s e rs in the early

1990s in social care and job training services sometimes led to th e

a c c e p t a nce of loss leader bids. Incumbents have then been able to make

s u re th at th e re is no effe ctive conte st a b i l ity when the contra cts are re-

let. Contra ct sizes need to be smaller to allow multiple sources of s u p p ly

to continue to f l o u ri s h .117 I n n ovation funding needs to be separate d

from funding for service provision. Purch a s e rs need to te mper the idea

o f s h ort - te rm value to consumers and taxpaye rs with a longe r- te rm

c o nc e rn for the health of the or ga n i s ational ecology of s u p p l i e rs, as

m a ny maj or business purch a s e rs have learned to do.

In fields such as social care, low-cost rented housing, job training

and envi ronmental services, public purch a s e rs have often made

assumptions that organisations are caring, flexible and innovative

purely on the basis that they are voluntary. But there is no evidence

that voluntary organisations are typically superior to for-profit firms

in any of these respects.118

A major goal of the next phase of government reform is likely to

involve achieving smarter purchasing which makes better trade-offs

between the goals of:

● focusing effort on outcomes while recognising th at, in many

s e rvices, we have multiple objectives th at will sometimes comp e te

for priority and may conflict

● giving incentives to innovate in the direction of prevention and

away from cure

● reducing transaction costs

● avoiding adverse selection

● s u staining a healthy ecology of p rovider or ga n i s ations and

contestability at the point of re-contracting.
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services on quality of life is trivial, merely exploring its own method-

ological entrails.

The most promising ro u te is to begin with comp o s ite and ge n e ric indi-

c ators such as the Social Depri vation Scale or Ad j u sted National Inc o m e

w h e re st a n d a rd indic ators are adjusted to re fl e ct happiness, health ,

s u st a i n a b i l ity and so on.115 The next st a ge is to examine the imp a ct of

p u b l ic service init i atives upon them for individuals and areas. 

In order to overcome the problem that so many outcome measures

a re servic e-sp e c i fic, th e re is a case for some gov e rnment-wide init i at i v e

in this area. It might be called the Impact Programme.

The aim of such an initiative would not merely be to draw together

the strands of existing knowledge about outcome measurement and

the difficulties to be overcome. That task has been done many times.

Rather, the initiative would:

● develop a manageable number of pilot projects and experiments

with innovations in outcome measurement and reward

● concentrate only on the four key policy goals, namely reducing

crime, ill health, poor educational performance and unemploy-

ment

● draw up a detailed set of recommendations on the specific means

by which more effective outcome-oriented performance could be

m e a s u red and rew a rded in the context of m ore holist ic and

preventive government.

A number of agencies would need to be involved in this cross-govern-

mental initiative. The Audit Commission and National Audit Office are

currently the bodies with the greatest concentration of expertise in

this area. Therefore, they should lead the initiative. A number of other

inspectorates such as the Social Services Inspectorate, the Housing

C or p oration, the Po l ice Complaints Au th ority and advi s ory bodies

such as the Citizens Charter Unit in the Cabinet Office and the Local

Government Management Board need to become involved, perhaps

linked with the Office of National Statistics which is responsible,

through Social trendsand other programmes, for taking an overview

and analysing public measures of well-being.
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The fat a l i st account of g ov e rnment is misleading for sev e ral re a s o n s .

Firstly, by focusing wholly on the internal issues of public administra-

tion, it ignores the growing pressures from public mistrust and rising

expectations that are pushing governments to reform. Secondly, the

f at a l i st ic vi ew misdescribes the last ge n e ration of p u b l ic sector re form s

that it purports to be based upon. In fact, powerful mechanisms of

coordination and objective setting were put in place in Britain and in

such countries as Australia and New Zealand in order to implement

them. Such devices can be developed again for quite new purposes.

Thirdly, it flies in the face of the evidence of recent innovation in new

kinds of i n te grative mechanisms, from the Single Re ge n e ration Budge t

to best value, from the development of foyers to the creation of the

BABIE clearing house, from the Central Drug Coordination Unit to the

plethora of electronic one -stop shops that are growing at local level

and lat te r ly at national level in Britain. Fi n a l ly, it would be qu ite wro n g

to see the programme of holistic government as simply resurrecting

old and failed tools from the 1960s and 1970s such as cor p orate

management, programme analysis and review or the Central Policy

Review Staff. None of the pre-Thatcherite strategies for bringing about

integration and coordination across government broke with the func-

tional principle. All were top-down and centralising. None sought to

construct budgets and information systems holistically.

The ‘nothing new under the sun’ vi ew of c o nventional public admin-

istration is part of the problem, not the solution. By sapping the

energy and will of public managers, it is partly responsibility for the

continuation of old and under-performing systems of governance.

The barriers to achieving the ambitions for a holistic, preventive,

outcome-oriented and culturally literate government are not to be

underestimated. Nevertheless, the opportunity has never before been

so great to achieve a measure of focus and integration across govern-

ment.

Holistic government will need political champions at every level. No

prime minister acting with his or her own powers alone can turn

around the huge tanker that is British government and inculcate

across the public service the necessary cultures of holism, prevention,

c u l t u re ch a n ge and outc o m e-ori e n t ation. Throughout the civil servic e ,

agencies, local government, the NHS and other limbs of government,
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The new agenda for government in the twenty first century is becom-

ing clear. At its heart is the idea and the goal of ever more holistic

government, built as much from the bottom up as from the top down. 

While gov e rnment has much still to learn from large business or ga n-

isations, it has special responsibilities that are not shared by other

organisations. It has a greater responsibility to act for the long term; it

has a greater responsibility to see things in the round and it must care

more about outcomes than about outputs. This makes integration,

prevention and outcomes more important than in many kinds of busi-

ness.

Having just come through a period of extensive fragmentation and

functional focus, it is now appropriate to swing the balance toward

integration. It is possible that if greater holism were to bring with it a

loss of focus another stage of the cycle would begin. Other countries

may be at different stages in their cycle. The important issue is for

policy makers to understand the purposes served by fragmentation

and by integration.119

There is, among practising civil servants, academics and pundits, a

measure of fatalism about the prospects for integration across govern-

ment. The common mindset is th at ev e ry thing has already been

i nv e n ted, tried, found wanting and been abandoned and th at the inst i-

tutional constraints are simply too great to be overcome.120 For those of

this persuasion, the best that can be hoped for is a constant and shift-

ing process of negotiations, bargaining games and mutual adjustment

across networks of organisations, without overarching objectives.121

The politics of the new agenda

8. The politics of the new agenda
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as well as from the public sector professions, leaders are needed to

carry forward this programme.

If this change is to be made successfully and if government is to

avoid another turn of public disillusion and distrust, it will have to

learn to integrate more than it analyses, to prevent more than it

p rovides and to mobilise more than it makes. Only when this is

achieved can reformers talk seriously of a government that ‘works’.
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